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Creativity 
AND 

COMPLETE 
CARE



FOUR SEASONS 
HOTEL

We were hand-picked to help with the project from the 

finalisation of design through to build and fit out. This state 

of the art facility has become a focal point for the hotel owing 

to its impressive offering for guests. The centre comprises 

14 fully equipped stables, two 20 x 40 metre arenas, groom 

accommodation, and integrated tack room with the option for 

complimentary use of riding boots, hats and more. The site also 

offers a luxurious club room overlooking the courtyard arena.

CASE STUDY: EQUESTRIAN

“The Stable Company was chosen for 

two key reasons - the quality of their 

previous work and their willingness to 

work on something unique with us.” 

EQUESTRIAN CENTRE,  
FOUR SEASONS HOTEL - HAMPSHIRE
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WHY CHOOSE  
Us?

04 THE STABLE COMPANY A TAILORED SERVICE TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

Our purpose is to create and realise 
your idea as though it were our 
own. We do this because we want 
to ensure things are done the right 
way for you.

We work hard to create something of great 

value to our customers. With knowledge gained 

over the last decade and more we have an 

experienced team of people that share the belief 

in our cause, ready to deliver on your vision.

 We will invest time in understanding what you 

want so we are able to provide you with the 

best possible result. We will be transparent, 

communicating information that is easy to 

understand at every stage of your journey with 

us. That way, you can rely on us to do exactly 

what you need, when you need it.
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All of this has culminated in The Stable Company  

becoming synonymous with a professional and 

expert approach. What we really enjoy is making 

timber framed buildings that customers like you 

love to own. Take a look at a small selection of the 

exciting projects we have helped to deliver over  

the last decade and how we can help you further. 

Gareth Barber, Managing Director



4PROJECT JOURNEY

The 4 stages of your project
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DESIGN INSTALL

PERMISSIONS HANDOVER

Let’s get your project started…

- Customer enquiry

- Your ideas

- Don’t have an exact plan? No problem,  

let us help design your ideal build

- Funding options (project type dependent) 

- Together we will consider specifications

- Design sketches/CAD drawings

- Quotation

- If approved - we can visit your site to  

discuss the plans with you

Interior design and fit out including 
plumbing and electrics

- Offsite manufacture 
- Approved contractors

- Experienced project managers

- Interior design and fit out including  

plumbing and electrics

- Health and Safety management

If you choose our Complete Care 
service we can handle all of this  

for you

- Planning permission

- Building regulations

- Construction design and management 

regulations

- Sign off plans

- Agree installation date

When your project is complete 

- Checklist against objectives and designs

- We will hand you the keys and relevant 

documentation including your 10 year insurance 

backed guarantee, so you can enjoy your new 

timber building!

1. 3.

2. 4.
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COMPLETE CARE
The Stable Company



Complete Care is exactly what it 
sounds like; it is us taking care of 
your project, completely. 

From start to finish, we will take your idea  

(or come up with one that meets your needs)  

and then we will work through every step  

of the design, planning, permissions and 

construction process, right through to handover.

This is our way of ensuring the process is as 

smooth as possible for you. Customers told 

us of their frustrations of having to navigate 

complicated planning regulations and handle 

multiple tradespeople, so we created  

Complete Care. 

This means you can choose to only deal with  

us, let our team handle the whole thing  

from start to finish.

If you want a single point of contact and to 

remove the hassle from your build, ask us for 

more information about Complete Care.
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Equestrian builds are what we crafted our reputation 

on; they are where we started and what we remain 

intensely proud of. Whether you are seeking a traditional 

stable design or something more contemporary like an 

American-style barn, we have the expertise to deliver 

stunning results. Our portfolio includes racing and livery 

yards through to stud farms and private stables. With an 

array of designs and the expertise to deliver something 

completely bespoke, we can provide the perfect solution 

whatever your needs.

EQUESTRIAN



“We are so happy with our stables, 

the design was brilliantly practical 

and looks wonderful on the site.”

CUSTOMER

Mrs Falkingham

Far left: Feature archway and clock
Above: The idyllic equestrian setting
Left: Customise things your way
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This substantial stable block and barn complex was a result of 

working closely with a client to meet specific needs and build 

on their ideas. We were able to draw on our expertise to offer 

insight into the best use of space and settled on a combination 

build comprising traditional stables and an integrated 

American-style barn. We designed the roof space to create a 

room in the attic which has been utilised as a games room and 

storage space. We handled the planning application on behalf of 

the customer who is thrilled with the finished result.

MR & MRS 
FALKINGHAM

CASE STUDY: EQUESTRIAN



“The team’s advice on how to combine a traditional stable 

block with an American barn internally was inspired and 

works wonderfully. The roof shape gives the building more 

stature and impact and doubles to give us tons of storage and 

a games room. One of the most important aspects was their 

help with planning permission; The Stable Company dealt 

with the planning application and all the inevitable questions 

raised. This took all the stress out of it and it went extremely 

smoothly. Thank you all for your help and if we were to move 

house we would be on the phone to repeat the whole process!”

Becky Falkingham

Left: The beautiful courtyard setting
Middle: Strolling back to the yard
Right: Entrance to the paddocks

CUSTOMER
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Lots of our customers are opting for this style of barn 

because of its suitability for a range of uses and its flexibility 

to perform well for both large and small schemes. 

We have developed our expertise with this type of building 

over a number of years to ensure we can create the very 

best building for your needs. These structures are a great 

alternative to traditional stabling, especially if you are 

seeking protection from the elements in an exposed area. 

We can help utilise this style for housing cars, additional 

recreational space and much more. 

AMERICAN 
BARNS



Ian Darcy

“The finished product is really smart in appearance and 

its style can easily be customised to suit individual needs. 

I opted for The Stable Company as they were local, well 

established and could offer me the complete design and 

build service.” 

This American barn project was designed to deliver 

optimum protection from the elements. The customer 

sought a local company with an established name to 

build his American-style barn. As well as being more 

appropriately enclosed, the smart aesthetic of this style 

was preferred by the customer.

CUSTOMER



In the last few years our education portfolio has grown 

exponentially as the potential to create dynamic spaces 

for the education sector has been realised by those seeking 

to expand schools. Exciting, flexible and importantly often 

bespoke spaces are helping schools increase outdoor

learning provision while meeting school place issues 

and budget constraints. Timber classrooms are the ideal 

solution and provide engaging places for little minds  

to learn. 

EDUCATION
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“The quality of the building has been 

matched by the quality of performance 

by our children - inspirational 

surroundings...inspirational 

outcomes.”

ORCHARDS SCHOOL

Headteacher

Left: Bring the outdoors inside
Right: The perfect teaching space
Lower right: Depth and character



This purpose-built structure was designed as part of the school’s 

Early Years Expansion programme. It was required to deliver  

first-class, fit-for purpose facilities that would help cater for this 

age group effectively and in an inspiring environment. The Stable 

Company worked alongside a contractor for this build, but handled 

the design and build of the whole school block. This project has 

several special features including air source heat pumps which 

control temperature and heat water, offering a significant energy 

reduction. The lighting used is all equipped with automatic daylight 

monitoring, to adjust automatically to reduce over use. 

This building complies with the SBEM requirements for energy  

and building performance.

LOXDALE PRIMARY 
SCHOOL

CASE STUDY: EDUCATION



“We are delighted with the lovely 

new facilities that will benefit the 

children of Loxdale for several 

years to come. The parents are 

delighted that the children have a 

purpose built unit that is solely for 

our younger pupils. The space that 

has been created both inside and 

outside the building is tremendous 

and has made a real difference to 

the children’s education.  

Thank you.”

HEAD TEACHER

Mrs Scott
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Far left: Bright, airy, inspiring
Left: Idyllic learning environment
Top: Combining the indoors and outdoors
Above: Timber delivers a fantastic aesthetic 



CASE STUDY: EDUCATION

This purpose built classroom - which met the 

requirements for government funding - needed to  

cater for the needs of twenty two-year olds as well  

as providing office space and toilets whilst, still blending  

in to its surroundings. The Nursery was sold on our  

ability to provide the natural aesthetic of timber 

construction while also delivering all aspects of the build 

and fit out, thanks to our Complete Care service.

SPEEDWELL
NURSERY
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“The final result is absolutely 

wonderful. We are really looking 

forward to the summer and some 

better weather when the large 

doors can be thrown open and the 

children are able to go in and out 

as they want. This was the whole 

focus of the project - to have a 

classroom that brings our outdoor 

area closer.”

BUSINESS MANAGER

Karen Rose

Left: Time to work and play
Above middle: The outdoors, inside
Middle: Working with existing structures
Above: Fitting in to the surroundings



CASE STUDY: EDUCATION

This building is utilised as a nursery to complement  

the re-development of the site following a devastating 

fire. The building includes a large group teaching area, 

wash room, disabled toilet, kitchenette, office and a break 

out room. We positioned the building on the edge of the 

existing playground to create a self-contained area for the 

children which was safe and enjoyable.

The client was delighted with our approach, referring to  

us as ‘professional’.

WILKINSON 
PRIMARY SCHOOL
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“The large space is our favourite 

part. We are so pleased with the 

finished product.”

HEAD TEACHER

Mrs Gibson

Far left: Everything in one place
Centre: Safe and secure
Above: Art at its best



“I love this building. The Stable Company team 

were a pleasure to work with. The quality of 

the workmanship is plain to see. I wouldn’t 

change a thing.”

CUSTOMER

Martin Judson
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Above: A great place to work
Centre: It’s like it’s always been there
Right: Relax



There are a million and one uses for timber 

buildings and increasingly we are asked to create 

something extra special like the perfect home office, 

stunning garden room and even the odd therapy 

suite or home gym. Not only can the extra space 

enhance quality of life; reducing commute times 

or providing that perfect place to relax, but the 

timber finish ensures a wonderful aesthetic which 

only adds to the appeal of your outside space. 

HOME &
LEISURE



Left: Beautifully crafted
Above middle: Extra space in the roof
Middle: Silvered oak staircase
Right: Storage in abundance
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This simple but stunning three bay garage with first floor 

room was the ideal solution for storage and extra, flexible 

living space. Adding slate tiles and an oak staircase really 

added to this beautiful building. Increasingly customers 

are turning to us for projects like these, which offer a 

multitude of uses and bring a simple, impactful aesthetic 

to your outdoor spaces. 

MR 
SANDERSON

CASE STUDY: HOME & LEISURE



“I found the team to be co-operative 

and proactive when working with 

them to achieve a first class new 

garage block.”

CUSTOMER

Mr Storer

Left: Traditional barn style features
Middle: Customised interior
Right: All enclosed
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This large three bay garage and barn project was a bespoke 

build finished with extra touches to meet the customer’s 

wishes. We added red cedar tiles and used oak beams and 

stays to add to the visual impact of this build. 

Inside we created a show room feel to display these  

lovely classic cars.

MR
STORER

CASE STUDY: HOME & LEISURE



Mrs Freedman

“The Stable Co were efficient, 

the standard of work was 

top class and they produced 

a yard that was not only a 

pleasure to work in but looked 

so smart. We were so pleased 

with the job we called them 

back in for our pooI house 

as well! I would HIGHLY 

recommend this company.”

CUSTOMER
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We love the opportunity to create something as unusual 

and beautiful as this. This poolside building was required 

as a place to relax and change but needed to offer plenty of 

storage space and sit well within its surroundings.  

The result is this aspirational build which both the 

customer and our team can be proud of. 

MR AND MRS 
FREEDMAN

CASE STUDY: HOME & LEISURE



Interest from commercial customers has also grown 

exponentially, as it becomes apparent how much scope there 

is for both aesthetic success and practicality with our timber 

buildings. Our commercial work covers everything from 

outdoor bars and golf lodges, to an incredible hotel equestrian 

centre complete with luxurious club lounge. As with our other 

buildings, we have a portfolio for your inspiration, but we 

are just as happy creating something bespoke to meet your 

individual needs, or that of your own customers.

COMMERCIAL
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Left: Tailored projects
Middle: Functional spaces
Right: Beautiful buildings
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This golf lodge in Edinburgh was designed to offer 

an idyllic, welcoming space. An important part of the 

brief for this project was to ensure that the lodge sat 

seamlessly with its surroundings as it is set within a 

large, open space. The timber used offers an unrivalled 

opportunity to make an impact without drawing  

attention away from the natural setting.

BOURNE  
LEISURE

“The Stable Company provided a great service 

and were very accommodating in adapting the 

design for our needs. The building was built 

within the required time scale and within budget. 

The finished product looked great and the client 

was very happy with the new facility.”

ARCHITECT

Paul Fuller



When this high-end, popular hotel and spa 

sought a new outside drinks bar for its brasserie, 

it opted for a simple, elegant building which 

would complement the existing premises and its 

surroundings. The project provides  

guests with a stunning courtyard space from 

which to enjoy the outdoors. 

DEVONSHIRE 
ARMS
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This fully-contained community building is used as a 

healing centre and houses its own resident artist as art has 

been found to play a significant role in the healing journey 

for many of the centre’s guests.

 

The art room is for use by all residents and offers a 

fantastic and inspirational space in which they can 

explore their creativity in a stunning setting. 

CROWHURST
CHRISTIAN  

HEALING CENTRE

CASE STUDY: COMMERCIAL



Left: First impressions count
Middle: Always welcoming
Above: Let nature in to your world
Right: Creativity in abundance

Hilary Clark

“The final building is just what 

we wanted, and a year on,  

is much used by our guests 

who benefit from the 

opportunity to explore their 

faith creatively in such a 

beautiful environment.  

The light and airy building 

is designed to maximise the 

views of our grounds and 

surrounding countryside.  

Thank you to all at The Stable 

Company and we would 

definitely recommend them.”

PROJECT CO-ORDINATOR 



If you have been holding on to the dream of that 

perfect home office, new stables or your business 

needs some stylish, cost-effective extra space in 

which to thrive, we can help. 

That said, we don’t want you to feel limited by 

what you can see. The idea of this brochure is 

to give you a feel for the wealth of possibilities 

available to you in developing your own timber 

build project, but if you don’t see something here 

that works for you and your needs, talk to one of 

our team; let’s see what we can do to make your 

vision a reality, no matter how conventional or  

off the wall! 

If you want some further inspiration you can 

find out more about us and our portfolio via our 

website www.thestablecompany.co.uk or call us 

today to get moving with your very own  

timber build.

NEXT STEPS

CALL: 01904 430 630 EMAIL: ENQUIRE@THESTABLECOMPANY.COM
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The Stable Company (York) Limited
Outgang Lane
Osbaldwick
York
North Yorkshire
YO19 5UP

Telephone: 01904 430630
Fax: 01904 430363
Email: enquire@thestablecompany.com
www.thestablecompany.com


